
ICS 443: Parallel Algorithms

Homework 2

Due: Wednesday, Sept 27, 2017, 9am

Instructions: You may discuss the problems with other students in the class,
but you must write up the solutions on your own and give credit to the students
with whom you discussed each problem.

1 Prefix sums on p processors without Brent’s
scheduling principle [30 pts]

Prefix sums solution presented in lecture performs in W (n) = O(n) work and
T (n) = O(log n) time. Brent’s scheduling principle allows us to solve prefix

sums on p processors in O
(

n
p + log n

)
time. However, Brent’s simulation is a

bit cumbersome and is mostly used for proving that an algorithm for p pro-
cessors exists and is asymptotically efficient. In this problem you will design a
prefix sums algorithm on p processors directly without using Brent’s schedul-
ing principle using the following idea (you may use either the iterative or the
recursive solution to prefix sums presented in lecture as your starting point):

1. Have each processor compute prefix sums on n/p contiguous elements (for
simplicity you may assume that n/p is an integer).

2. Compute prefix sums on p appropriate values from the previous step.

3. Update the values computed in step 1 using values computed in step 2.

Analyze the running time of your algorithm. For full credit, asymptotically,
it should be no worse than the result that one obtains using Brent’s scheduling
principle.

2 Splitting the loot [50 pts]

m bank robbers broke into a bank, where they found n boxes labeled b1, b2, . . . , bn.
On each box, there is also a writing, which states the correct number of coins
inside of it, i.e., the i-th box says that there are ci coins in it. The robbers
want to split the coins among themselves evenly, but don’t trust each other.
Therefore, they hired you to write a program to help them do that. They don’t
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want anyone to touch a box unless they absolutely have to (i.e. a robber should
touch a box only because he must take some coins out of it). If the total number
of coins does not divide evenly among the robbers, the remainder will be left to
you as part of the payment.

Design a CREW PRAM algorithm, which determines for each robber, from
which boxes and how many coins he should take out. The input to your
algorithm is the number of boxes, n, an array of box content values C =
[c1, c2, . . . , cn] and the number of robbers m. The output of your algorithm
should be a collection of m tuples (l, tl, r, tr), where l ≤ r. The values of the k-
th tuple mean that the k-th robber should take tl coins from box bl, tr coins from
box br and all the coins from boxes bl+1, bl+2, . . . , br−2, br−1. Your algorithm
should run in O log n) time and O(n) work.

(After the robbers collect the coins that belong to them, you will be able to
collect any remaining coins as part of your payment.)

3 Prefix minima [20 pts]

Design an algorithm for computing prefix minima in parallel

1. Show that min operation is associative.

2. What is the identity Imin of min.

3. Describe how the pseudocode for prefix sums has to change to solve prefix
minima.

4. Change the recursive prefix sums algorithm presented in class to compute
prefix minima instead. Write down the psedocode for it.
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